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Letter to the Editor
Re: AGM - LinC Special Resolution
We received an excellent response to our Resolution and
we would like to thank the more than 60 members who
indicated their wish to see LinC continue. At the AGM
we withdrew the Resolution following Council’s expressed
commitment to discuss possible co-operation with all
interested parties. Also at the AGM some members
offered to help in future organisation.
We believe the Resolution has achieved its objectives of
firstly publicising to all members the imminent end of the
courses; secondly encouraging future organisers to come
forward and, thirdly, encouraging co-operation between the
organisers and the Guild. Anyone wishing to help is invited
to contact the present organiser Susi Thornton - email
susi@thorntonclan.com or telephone 01784 433480.

Bronwen Mills & Pam Anderton

Editorial

Phoenix Arises

From the dramatic rise of the Phoenix Project, to the flight
of inspired choroegraphy, the group led by our President
Anna Carlisle MBE, gave the AGM delegates on April
12th, a morning to remember! Darren Royston – our new
member of Council – reports on the Group’s exquisite
presentations at Bedfordshire University.

Darren Royston reports on the AGM Day
on April 12th at Bedfordshire University –
The Way Forward!
‘A day celebrating the culmination of
The Phoenix Project and considering how to keep the
flames ablaze in the future…’

Far from being out of keeping with anniversary celebrations,
the focus on Laban’s choreutic material by the Phoenix
Group could not have been more timely – for was it not
70 years ago this year that a bedraggled refugee from
Germany arrived in England and sought sanctuary with
the Elmhirsts and Kurt Jooss at Dartington Hall - and there
began his recovery to health and strength whilst writing his
book Choreutics? As Valerie Preston-Dunlop reminded
us: ‘The photographs of the period show him haggard. He
turned to what he always did in times of trouble, meine
Sache, his choreutic models and drawing, his sacred
geometry to find solace and strength from his … crystals.’
(Rudolf Laban – An Extraordinary Life 1998 p. 204).

(A glance at Darren Royston’s website reveals a wide range of
experience as a Director, Choreographer, and Dancing Master.
He works freelance in theatre, musicals, opera, television, film,
circus and variety and has extensive experience working with
actors and singers as a movement director and incorporates
many styles of dance in his choreography. He has experience
of choreographing crowd scenes, chorus in opera and social
dance scenes - is a specialist in historical dance and has been
appointed as Artistic Director of NONSUCH History of Dance.
He was the winner of the Bonnie Bird Choreography Award in
1997 and has recently been elected a Council Member of the
Guild). Ed.

Again, in keeping with our anniversaries, there can be few
people whom we could have questioned so informatively
about her early association with Laban than Valerie
Preston-Dunlop herself. We shall pursue our interrogation
with her in our next issue also – with particular reference to
her impressive research record into Laban’s ideas.
Also, three contributions on choreutic topics are included
in this issue: Sally Archbutt, our regular columnist,
continues with her explanation of ‘The Laban Scales and
Rings’; Gerard Bagley explores size discrepancies in the
kinesphere, ‘ico-sphere’ and dynamosphere and Jeffrey
Longstaff, Warren Lamb and the editor engage is some
critical debate on ‘What made Laban so angry?’.
We are delighted to have reports from two Lisa Ullmann
Travelling Scholarship Fund awardees (sponsored this
time by the Guild), together with an introduction from
Judith Chapman. It is over 20 years since Athalie Knowles
and Ellinor Hinks initiated this Fund which has benefited
so many dancers, movement specialists and therapists.
For the first 10 years Geraldine Stephenson chaired the
Management Committee and since then B J Lewis has
held the reins.
Many in the UK and the USA have expressed pleasure at
the inclusion of contributions from Motus Humanus and
we look forward to further items in the future.
Janet Lunn’s Review on page 25 provides us with a vivid
account of what can be achieved by second year BA
students at LABAN Creekside - with some remarkable
celebratory performances - which our editor also had the
privilege of enjoying.

Gordon Curl
Front Cover Photos:
Members of the Phoenix Group by Richard Washbrooke
'The Mythical Phoenix Rising from the Ashes' from Jupiter
Images.

for everyone, whatever age or level of experience. The
day allowed a mixture of levels of ability to work together
successfully, particularly during the dance workshops, and
also a mixture of ages was achieved by the involvement
from the GCSE / AS students of Dance Vibe. Their
presence generated discussion about how to establish a
junior involvement in the Guild, and the benefit of bringing
groups to Guild events, not only to have a platform to share
their work, but also to demonstrate how their specific work
connects to a much wider context and community. One
personal highlight for me during the day was to see how
everyone began interacting in the workshops with such
ease and could be highly creative with people they had
only just met.
This particular AGM had the Phoenix Project as a major
presentation, with demonstrations and practical dance
workshops being led by some of the practitioners who
were becoming the “professional experts” of the future.
The decision to use funds from the Enid Platt legacy to
enable this 18 month project to happen had been made
by the Guild Council when Janet Whetham was chair. The
aim of the project was to use Laban studies to contribute to
professional development, and the practitioners selected
for the project came from many areas of work, including
performers, teachers, choreographers, in professional
contemporary dance, classical ballet, professional music
and several different movement-based techniques.
Although most of the practitioners had previously had some
exposure to Laban´s movement ideas, this Phoenix Project
was an opportunity to spend a very focused period of time
undertaking training from those individuals who were, as
the Laban Guild President Anna Carlisle explained, “close
to the source” of these ideas.

The focus of this day was
the future. The day was
entitled “Laban: The Way
Forward?” I was surprised
that a question mark had
been placed at the end of
this very positive statement
but, as the day developed,
I realised that the Guild
intended this day to be a
day of questioning, debate,
and frank open discussion
about how the unique
elements of the Laban
approach to movement and
dance could best function
now and in the future.

The practitioners were asked to use this period of training
to consider the significance of these ideas in the body,
in their body, in a physical way, so they could respond
personally and use this experience to influence their own
teaching and professional work.

Following my attendance at the Motus Humanus event in
Minnesota, thanks to financial help from the Guild, I was
asked if I would consider becoming a member of the Laban
Guild Council. In the decade since graduating from the
M.A. in Dance Studies at the Laban Centre for Movement
and Dance London, I had attended a number of Laban
Guild events and I had found inspiration from articles and
features in this Movement and Dance magazine. The work
of Laban, and those who have maintained and developed
his approach, continues to influence my own work as both
a choreographer and teacher of both dance and movement
for actors. So I personally came to this AGM with my own
question of how I could be involved in the future.
The AGM day was seen to be a flagship for the Laban Guild,
to demonstrate the new work that had been undertaken in
practical ways, and to raise the profile of Guild members´
work. It was suggested that, at this point in our history,
there is a need to use professional experts to demonstrate
the value of Laban work, and to show the potential areas
of application in current approaches to dance education
from primary to university level, performance training
in dance, drama and music, choreography and artistic
creation, health programmes and dance as a recreation

The outcomes of the project were not presented as a
completed choreography, performance or lecture. Instead,
we were offered insight into how this was an on-going
process. Ideas suggested by Laban´s work were developed
by each practitioner into something new and relevant for
their particular work. It was exciting for those of us in the
audience to see the clear evidence that the Laban ideas
had given more depth, meaning, and purpose to each of the
practitioner´s personal work, and each practitioner spoke
of the benefits of having had this practical experience.
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It was impressive to see how established concepts from
Laban´s work were being reinvigorated by being placed
into a different context, and being used to sharpen the
obvious talent of each participant. Ideas from choreutics/
space harmony were seen to produce new interpretations
of exercises to develop spatial awareness and extend
the body into very challenging sequences of movement,
strengthening each person´s own dance technique. From
this it was evident that the participants had produced a

deeper understanding of relationships between moving
bodies, opening up choreographic potential in a structural
sense of abstract dance and even developing a form of
“spatial comedy” by combining with Commedia del´Arte.
Considering integrated movement had produced exercises
to give instrumental musicians more awareness of how to
use their entire bodies during performance, rather than only
isolated muscle groups, and addressing injury prevention.
By considering the idea of movement notation, movement
patterns had been identified in musical scores, generating
discussions of how harmony is established in art. Laban´s
system of efforts and movement analysis (such as ChUMM,
Action, Impulse & Swing) were seen to produce very
accessible “tool boxes” which could be used immediately
by students of GCSE and A level dance to help them gain
an understanding of the different choices made in dance,
and used by actors to consider the psychological aspects
of movement. The value of such tools in the creation of
professional choreography was also demonstrated, both in
solo and group context, and the notion of the subconscious
and the divine was explored physically, by taking making
links with Plato´s sacred geometry through a meditative
group movement exercise.

Studio at the University of Bedfordshire provided fullyequipped facilities that allowed the work to be presented in
a professional way, with stage lighting, high quality sound,
and a superb space to move and dance for the workshops.
The Guild was formally welcomed by Kate Jaques from
the University. Lisa Spackman, Senior Dance Tutor from
the Performing Arts Department, explained the new
courses at the University of Bedfordshire involving dance
and performance and then presented an excerpt from a
new dance piece being created for the Luton Arts Festival,
with dancers Hannah Birch and Darrell Aldridge. A further
link was made to the Guild in this presentation, as Darrell
has been co-opted to the Laban Guild Council.
The official purpose of this day was to transact the formal
business of the Guild. However, once everything had been
placed in order, the day set off to ignite its members to think
of the future. Our Chairman, Maggie Killingbeck, struck the
match first when she spoke of her positive vision for the
future. The discussions throughout the day continued to
fire the energy needed to take our work further afield, and
the summaries at the end of day made it clear that to do
this the Guild would need to consider funding, a structured
business plan and current national educational policies
to consider what steps to take next. I am excited to be
involved with the Council of the Laban Guild at this time
when plans are being made to celebrate Laban´s legacy
alongside discussions as to how we can keep this legacy
ablaze in the future. The AGM day demonstrated that we
have a shared knowledge, a wealth of practical experience
and also can easily generate dynamic energy. So, having
witnessed this in a professional environment with practical
and relevant applications, I too share this positive outlook
for the future.

The final part of the Phoenix Project presentation before
lunch invited us to take part from our seats, and share
in the feelings generated by creating specific movement
states. Later in the day we would be led through further
exercises in more detail and be allowed to offer our own
interpretations and create our own versions during the
two Dance Workshops. Catherine Bullen invited us to
explore and interact with different effort qualities within a
set choreographic structure. James McBride used the idea
of moving within specific planes to help us explore ways
of human interaction. Starting with simple exercises which
engaged us mentally and physically, these workshops
demonstrated the potential of Laban-based movement
work to quickly create complex dynamic sequences which
could be developed into choreography or remain as
worthwhile studies for movement analysis.

Darren Royston
Phoenix Project Tutors:
Walli Meier, Geraldine Stephenson, Valerie Preston
Dunlop, Warren Lamb, Jean Jarrell, Julie Sparrow,
Michael Platt, Mitch Michelson, Anna Carlisle.

Part of the success of the day must also be credited to
the venue. The Bedford Campus Centre Theatre and

Phoenix Practitioners:
Amanda Banks - UK
Catherine Bullen - UK
Linda Higgins - Ireland
Irma Kort - Holland
Uma Mather - UK (Wales)
James McBride - USA/
Denmark
Michelle Cahill - Ireland
Mai Scremin - France
Fumiaka Tanaka - Japan
Dawn Turner - UK
Cathy Washbrooke - UK
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Questions for the Experts
(Part 1)

(Dr Valerie Preston-Dunlop has spent a life-time teaching,
lecturing, researching, publishing, teacher-training, film-making,
choreographing, notating, adjudicating, advising, broadcasting,
exhibiting and re-creating dance works – all of which have aimed
at promoting the seminal ideas of Rudolf Laban.

in the US and Albrecht Knust in Germany on Laban’s
behalf as he got on with developing effort. He was also
discovering mixed seven-rings and talked to me of their
development of ballet’s attitude and arabesque and their
analogy with the major scale of music and, hence, his new
numbering of locations. This was my first taste of being
close to a man as he researched and I found it riveting. It
seemed I was acquiring knowledge and skills in the gamut
of Laban’s work for whatever demand might offer. By the
third year the atmosphere and student body changed as
teachers came for one-year courses. Education was the
direction that Lisa Ullmann focused on but I was already
working with Hettie Loman as a dancer with my sights
beginning to set on performing while continuing somehow
as a Laban apprentice.

In this celebration year it would seem an ideal opportunity for
our Editor to question Valerie and publish her views on her
experiences and outstanding achievements over the past sixty
years). Ed.

Q2: You had some early experiences in theatre
dance – including dancing with British Dance Theatre,
costumier with Festival Ballet, working with Kurt
Jooss at the Folkwanghochschule and touring as
notator with Ballet Jooss. Bearing in mind that during
his time in Britain, Laban concentrated on education
and industrial movement – rather than on professional
dance (one of his pre-occupations whilst in Germany)
– what directed you to dance as theatre?
From the beginning dance as a theatre art was part of what
I learnt. In summer 1947 Ullmann and Bodmer created
a work with us all which we took to the first post-war
International Choreographic Competition in Copenhagen.
Valerie Preston-Dunlop
In 1948 I toured as stage manager with Bodmer’s The
Young Dancers, with lights made out of biscuit tins and
with hotel sheets as stage wings! By 1949 Hettie Loman,
Q1: Between January 1947 and December 1949 you
a fellow student, was making works that had something
had extraordinary opportunities to work with Laban
to say that mattered to me, social comment, comedy,
himself – as well as with Lisa Ullmann and Sylvia
abstract beauty. She formed British Dance Theatre and
Bodmer.
we toured. It was hard in a time of renewal of ballet as
Can you highlight the most impressionable moments
the nation’s icon while we, with a German connection and
of those opportunities and experiences?
expressionistic, were thoroughly suspect. The School of
Russian Ballet in Chelsea offered me daily class in return
I arrived at the Art of Movement Studio aged 16, and there
for notation and composition workshops and I realized how
were nine students. Lisa Ullmann taught Choreutic and
one-sided my technique was.
Eukinetic studies as performance
Laban arranged for me to go to
and for understanding. Sylvia
Kurt Jooss at the Folkwangschule
Bodmer created group works
and help Knust translate his first
with us. Laban gave occasional
text on Kinetography. Knust
sessions. I vividly recall those on
taught me academic rigour and
history, on movement analysis,
an integrity of purpose that I have
rehearsing The Magic Flute,
never forgotten. As Jooss created
sessions on Dada and sacred
Weg in Nebel on his newly formed
geometry. Students were regarded
company I attempted to notate
as potential apprentices and were
and learnt what choreographing
called on to assist or demonstrate
and writing under pressure was
for whatever was required. I was
like. If living in the UK was hard it
seen as useful as an analyst and
was nothing to post war Germany
notator and Laban sent me with
in winter and eventually I had to
Warren Lamb to Pilkington’s Tile
return from cold and malnutrition.
Works to record operatives, a huge
Taken on as costumier with
learning curve for one so young. I
Festival Ballet I learnt to make
became the notation apprentice
headdresses,
dye
corresponding with Ann Hutchinson Born of Desire (Choreography: Hettie Loman 1948) beaded
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materials, paint trousers for Prince Igor, stitch tutus and
work through the night for the opening season at the new
Festival Hall. We dressed the first try-out choreographies
at the Mercury Theatre of emerging talent like Kenneth
Macmillan. Then Jooss invited me to join his company for
their British tour, as notator and general assistant. I did but
half way through the tour the company lost it’s funding.
With no job and no home I asked advice from Laban. He
was ill so I moved in with him and Lisa to help them both
personally and professionally.

At Addlestone Geraldine Stephenson, Marion North and I
were faculty with Laban and Lisa Ullmann. I found myself
teaching people much older than myself with an aspiration
different from mine. I taught dance as an art and learnt
about education by sitting in on classes led by Ullmann
and Laban on teaching the themes. Asked to teach history
with no books I turned to what I had learnt from Laban of
culture as shifting effort states and drives. It was my first
experience of researching and planning a year’s course.
Lisa taught studies, brilliantly, and I created compositions
that we danced as art works. The course focused on
creativity for young people but I was teaching technique
and the expressivity of dynamics and space. Did it add
up? Addlestone had a strange atmosphere, enclosed
and separated from ordinary life. In the straightened
circumstances that Laban and Lisa Ullmann were living,
an air of stress was not surprising. At that time many of
the students were from a physical education background
so different from mine and from the artists I had been
working with. I was not sure where dance as art fitted
into this environment. The only alternative work was in
teacher training and although I was the wrong person
for the job I took the post at Dartford when offered. We
made beautiful dance works but I felt completely out of
place and ill-equipped to help students teach but on one
teaching practice I witnessed stunning work taught by the
Headmistress of Upton Road School and saw a possible
way forward for the students.

Streets without End (Choreography: Hettie Loman 1950)
With Valerie Preston as the Crippled Child, and Warren Lamb,
Joan Russell, Sally Archbutt and Meggie Tudor

Q4: During your time at Dartford you were writing your
book A Handbook for Modern Educational Dance published in 1963 and subsequently reprinted a number
of times. The book became a ‘bible’ for teachers and
lecturers for many years, and undoubtedly assisted
them in interpreting Laban’s Choreutics - which you
reviewed in 1966, stating that you had ‘serious doubts
as to whether it would be comprehensible’ to students
of movement and dance.
What were your main aims in producing A Handbook
for Modern Educational Dance?

Q3: You taught technique, choreutics, composition
and history at the Art of Movement Studio in the early
50s - prior to your appointment as Senior Lecturer at
Dartford College of Physical Education.
What are your most vivid memories of your experiences
at those two institutions?

Laban’s Modern Educational Dance was of little practical
help to students so I decided to write a text that opened
out Laban’s principles into a blue print for practice. Each of
the 16 Themes needed teasing out and my experience as
a dancer and my observations at Addlestone and Upton
Road came to my aid. The value I held to throughout was
of experiencing formed movement, living it, and letting it do
its magic. Laban had always maintained that dance was
both expressive and impressive and I set out to make that
happen. We know what happened to Modern Educational
Dance. Because of the change in teacher training from
child-centred to degree based work and the invasion (or
rescue according to some critics) of Modern American
Dance into Britain, experiential creative dance was
severely challenged. In 1980, after my own re-education,
Macdonald and Evans re-issued the Handbook in an
edition that included the study of dance as an art form.
But it still emphasized Laban language when most young
dance teachers were encountering Graham language
and that exacerbated the tension between experience
and form. Whatever goes on in the dance world I hold
that a dangerous slope develops when dance technique
becomes a major attraction to the young and an easy

Valerie Preston dancing at Addlestone
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option for the teacher. Technique is there to serve the art
not overwhelm it. Laban’s priorities are a good alternative
but they only work with real knowledge of how to generate
feelingful form and that takes time and training.

well subscribed. Cambridge University wanted to design
a research test for ambidextrousness in RAF pilots. It
is apparently a dangerous problem under stress. They
asked me to notate and analyse selected skilful actions,
cutting paper shapes, a golf swing, hammering a nail, and
so on, performed by the right hand and then by the left.
While I could do it and my knowledge was welcomed it
taught me that I knew almost nothing about the nature of
human skill as opposed to the nature of human movement.
At Birmingham, power press operatives needed help. I
notated the workers but failed to notice that perceptual
overload was their problem not movement at all. I realized
that for me to get Laban’s work anywhere in research I
would have to undertake the kind of academic training
that the Art of Movement Studio had not offered. Then I
might be able to service the immensely valuable life vision
that Laban had given me. But first I needed a pause to
concentrate on family life, so took 4 years out before
accepting a post back at the Laban Centre.

Q5: Your early experiences of working with Laban,
Ann Hutchinson and Knust on notation eventually led
to your publications on Motif Writing and Readers in
Kinetography Laban. You were also a founder-member
of the International Council of Kinetography Laban
(ICKL).
What do you consider to be the present role of notation
to be in this time of video and computers as well as in
professional practice?
I introduced Motif Writing in 1967. Notation was unpopular
and did not cope with the improvisation of the Art of
Movement. The Dance Notation Bureau team in the USA
could notate Humphrey and Graham and ballet when
permitted but Cunningham’s chance methods raised an
entirely new question for dance documentation that is still
relevant today. Was Laban’s notation only a recording
tool of fixed form or did it contain a grammar that could
be fleshed out in its own right and be used for creative
practice? I had worked with the concept that notation could
adapt to circumstances through the work at Pilkington’s
and had met the action stroke while helping Laban with his
own publication on notation so I was ready to take notation
apart and face the many ensuing problems. There were
concepts that required resolution for Motif Writing, such
as are we writing motion or destination and cross of axes
theory, et al. My introductions had much wider use than I
had anticipated as the ideas have become integrated into
the system as a whole.
The present situation is quite other and Laban’s notation
has an able rival in Benesh and a lethal rival in video
and film. All things have to be computer compatible in
to-day’s world and enormous strides are being made to
make Laban’s notation just that but to date writing a good
score is time consuming and laborious, hence expensive.
As such notation has lost ground. That is regrettable but
inevitable. The value of introducing students in general to
notation for me lies in revealing the grammar of movement
hidden in the system rather than learning to document for
that requires particular talent and training. Knowledge of
notation’s analytic principles is invaluable in learning to
see how detail embodies a dancer’s intention. I certainly
use it in my own work.

Q7: The progress you made from thence onwards in
your own studies (DipEd, MA (Distinction), PhD) was
rapid, and you undoubtedly pioneered the concept of
‘practical scholarship’ in the field of dance by applying
Laban work to dance as a theatre art form – particularly
in choreutics and embodiment of its elements in
choreography. Marion North, in our last issue interview
with her, refers to you as ‘an outstanding scholar in
this field - unique in her knowledge and experience
both theoretically and practically’.
How did your own studies influence your development
of degree work at LABAN?
My studies in education theory came at a time when
epistemology was the in topic and for dance that concept
was immensely significant as it gave us a chance to argue
that dance was a form of knowledge with its own theories.
In the MA I encountered philosophy and sociology of dance
and American Modern Dance practices from Americans
themselves. PhD research offered me aesthetic insights
and a chance to study the spatial practices of such greats
as Doris Humphrey and Bronislava Nijinska and also to
choreograph with choreutic units in place of whole rings
and scales. “Is dance a language” was another question
of the period and led to the distinction between a choreutic
form and its embodiment, its langue. Once that distinction
was made another kind of creative use of Laban’s space
harmony, its embodiment, could take off. With Chumm
analysis (Choreutic unit and its manner of materialization)
I integrated virtual with actual spatial forms. It was a
breakthrough and fed directly into course content and
delivery. All these things strengthened my determination,
shared by Marion North, to establish as academically
essential the integration of practice with theory and the
re-establishing of what Laban himself had been, an artist/
researcher. Of course this challenge met with resistance
from academics and professional practitioners both of who
held sway at the Laban Centre. Laban work had to develop
to become essential for dancers in training for a career in
a theatre art, dominated at that time by American Dance,
as well as for educational and therapy students. It had to
be taken seriously as a scholarly theory and practice and
at that point it was not.

Q6: You opened Beechmont Movement Study Centre
in 1965 where – as its Director - you conducted courses
for college students and lecturers in preparation for
their degree studies – especially in choreutics and
motif writing. You also undertook research into the
analysis of working movements with Cambridge and
Birmingham Universities.
What were your main focuses at the Beechmont Study
Centre?
At Beechmont Movement Study Centre we focused on
choreutic practice, dance analysis and Motif Writing as
topics that were in demand for degree course preparation.
Paddy Macmaster and I offered two-week courses for
college lecturers and for college students and they were
5

Q9: Your impressive 718 page published work Dance
Words, with its legion interviews and extensive list
of precise quotations, must have been a mammoth
undertaking.
What inspired you to embark on such a meticulously
detailed project?

Q8: You launched a number of MA Advanced Laban
Studies Courses for students from abroad with
wide professional experience; you also developed
‘Choreological Studies’ at the Laban Centre.
Could you indicate the success of these courses?
The Advanced Laban Studies MA attracted students with
a range of professional skills - in ballet, competitive social
dance, history and folk dance. It was a huge challenge not
only for course delivery but for Laban work itself. It had
to cope with applicability beyond where it had customarily
been taken. The experience firmed up the need to context
Laban’s ideas and terminology rigorously in other dance
disciplines. It would lead to the research for Dance Words.
The delineating of a study area arising out of dance
practices with their own methodologies, was becoming
essential. The study of Laban’s praxis in isolation did not
cover it. He had used the term choreology in the broad
curriculum of his Choreographisches Institut in Berlin, so
Choreological Studies it became. The next question to
arise was how could you understand Cunningham material
and methods without studying co-existence rather than
integration of movement and sound and within movement?
So the theory of the nexus of the strands of the medium
evolved. The knock on questions tumbled in: can you
understand movement awareness sufficiently without the
insights of perception studies and phenomenology, both
with major writings since Laban’s day? Can you use effort
choreographically without having other dynamic options to
choose from? There were battles to be fought to establish
choreology alongside sociology and philosophy of dance
and musicology. The battle is still on in conservative
quarters both within LABAN and elsewhere but you will
find choreological methods established from San Paulo to
Hong Kong, in tanztheater, in education, in scenography.

Dance Words was the outcome of essential study for
establishing choreological methodologies. Birmingham
Royal Ballet were generous in allowing me to watch and
listen as were the Limon Company and Cunningham
studio, Lea Anderson and Yolande Snaith, social dance
schools and dance publishers, folk dancers, costumiers
and Benesh notators. I agree, it was a mammoth job but
no more demanding than others and immensely educative
practically as well as conceptually. As a choreological
person working at postgraduate level you have to be able
to use the language of the person with whom you are
collaborating. It is pointless to attempt to converse with
Graham people or ballet people at any depth unless you
know how effort and contraction and release or ‘musicality’
relate, how Graham’s spiral or ballet’s port de bras and
Laban’s scales connect. The research led naturally into
course content and resources and took Laban Studies
away from being an isolated study area as can easily
happen.
Photos of Hettie Loman’s Choreography by kind permission of Sally
Archbutt

(Question time with Valerie will be continued in our next
edition. Ed)

Workshops: Laban Guild AGM 2008
- Carol Wallman reports -

The Laban Scales and Rings

- a practical aspect of dance technique and training in the art of movement
(Sally Archbutt continues her valuable and detailed exposition of Laban’s choreutics. Ed)

Part 1
What is the difference between a movement ‘Scale’ and a movement ‘Ring’? How are they distinguished by Laban in
his book Choreutics? My first quick answer is a ‘scale’ is a ‘ring’ but a ‘ring’ is not necessarily a ‘scale’. These terms are
used in a special sense in the study of ‘movement harmony’. They both refer to trace-form circuits which return to their
starting positions. A ‘Scale’, however involves a completely balanced use of kinespheric directions, whereas a ‘Ring’ only
utilises part of the kinespheric space. If repeated over and over again, a ‘Ring’ feels incomplete and as if it needs to be
followed by a balancing form.
The technical purpose of practising the ‘Scales’ is to develop movement accuracy, clarity of direction and shape, range
of expression, kinaesthetic sensitivity, and fluent, rhythmic, harmonious use of the body. Practising the ‘Rings’ I regard
additionally as experiencing different types of melodic and harmonic movements fragments, each with its own spatial
dynamic character, suggestive of compositional ideas and motifs. In exploring the different ‘Rings’ one can also discover
the forms of many kinds of everyday actions and well-known, named dance movements.
The first ‘Scale’ I ever learnt was a dance sequence of 12 movements called the ‘A Scale’ (Figs 1-6). It was taught to us
in an evening class by Lilla Bauer (Seiber) and we went through it as part of the lesson each week. As it was rather long
and difficult to remember, it was often practised in sections, by repeating, for example, two or three movements or half the
scale. This involved using different rhythms. As in all dance classes the movements were practised to both sides. All the
movements of the scale lay on a slant and were called ‘transversals’. These were of different types called ‘flat’, ‘steep’
and ‘floating’, which repeated in this order throughout the scale and could be grouped rhythmically, helping to remember
it in this way (Figs 7-8). I later learnt that the right and left sides of the scale were regarded as two separate scales, the
‘Right “A” Scale and the ‘Left “A” Scale’ ((Figs 11-14), and that there were two other scales of this type called the ‘Right
and Left ‘B’ Scales (Figs 9-10)’.
The diagrams and notation which follow show the movement sequence of the Left. “A” and Right and Left “B” Scales
(Figs 9-10, 13-14), the similarities and differences structure. An important. similarity between these four scales is that
their trace-pathways form alternately a ‘steeple’ (acute angle) and a ‘volute’ (more open arc). Each scale contains 6
‘steeples’ and six ‘volutes’ Figs 17-18, 19-20), each formed by two ‘transversals’ lying on either the same diagonal
slant (‘steeples’, or two different ones (‘volutes’). In each scale one diagonal slant is not used (“the missing diagonal”),
determining a dynamic difference between the “A” and “B” Scale’
(Transversal, Inner, Standard Scales)

THE RIGHT AND LEFT ‘A’ SCALES

This day was very special, as delegates were treated
to some insight into the way the Phoenix Project had
developed as well as meeting the practitioners to see
some of their work. In the afternoon delegates were invited
to participate in workshops led by James McBride and
Catherine Bullen, who focused or spatial orientation and
effort actions respectively.

Catherine Bullen
Unlike James, Catherine used in her session: musical
structure and form as stimulus and accompaniment namely, Elgar’s Cello Concerto’. Cathy taught a directed
sequence based on effort actions and spatial orientation.
From this starting point, she encouraged and challenged
individuals to explore the given sequence, changing
the effort content, parts of the body, level and size of
movement. This activity developed into the creation of small
group compositions in which relationship and form were
emphasised. As stimulus and accompaniment, Catherine
used a contrasting short extract from , ‘Schindler’s List’,
which seemed to suit each group’s particular expressive
needs.

James Mc Bride
This session commenced with two fluent warm-up
sequences based on the planes using deep level and
standing. The latter used central and peripheral pathways
with an inward central focus and circular form. James
encouraged the group to explore the planes, focusing
on different parts of the body to lead and emphasise and
variation in size of movement. He encouraged the use
of individual names in floor and air patterns - as starting
points for creativity and composition. This familiar starting
point became more challenging when transformed into
planar orientation and hence three dimensions. The
session concluded with small group compositions in
which individual sequences were integrated and form and
relationship explored. Evocative Indian rhythmic vocal
sounds were used as chance accompaniment.

James and Catherine conducted their workshops with
enthusiasm and sensitivity. As a Guild member, I sincerely
hope that the experiences gained by all the Phoenix
practitioners will enable them similarly to enthuse their
students in the future and hopefully ‘spread the word’.

Carol Wallman
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Circuits linking all 12 icosahedral surface points by means of 12 transversal movements - sometimes called the more
feminine, minor, defensive, yielding.

Trace form of RIGHT A SCALE

first half

second half
Fig 2

Fig 1
The two halves balance each other using opposite icosahedral surface points and directions of travel.
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Diagram
of three
dimensional
planes showing
path of Right A
Scale from one
plane to another

Icosahedron
showing path of
Right A Scale

first half

Right B Scale
second half
Showing the
movements
called ‘zero’ (0)
and ‘infinity’ (∞)

Right B Scale
first half
Showing the
‘flat’, ‘steep’
and ‘floating’
transversals

second half
Fig 11

Fig 4

Fig 3

Pathway of second
6 movements of the
Left A Scale

Pathway of first
6 movements of
the Left A Scale

Fig 5

Left B Scale
second half
Showing ‘flat’,
‘steep’ and ‘floating’
transversals and
situation of ‘zero’ (0)
and ‘infinity’ (∞)

Left B Scale
first half
Showing order of
movements and
situation of ‘zero’ (0)
and ‘infinity’ (∞)

Fig 6

The 4 ‘steep’
movements in
the Left A Scale.
There are also
4 ‘flat’ and 4
‘floating’

First 3
movements
of the Left A
Scale showing
the ‘flat’, ‘steep’
and ‘floating’
transversals

Fig 12

Fig 13

Fig 14

Diagonals not used
in the Left and Right
B Scales

Diagonals not used
in the Left and Right
A Scales

Fig 8

Fig 7
THE RIGHT AND LEFT ‘B’ SCALES

(Transversal, Inner, Standard Scales)

The strongest diagonals

Fig 15

The weakest diagonals

Fig 16

Circuits linking all 12 icosahedral surface points by means of 12 transversal movements - sometimes called more
masculine, major, heroic, attacking.

Right B Scale

Right B Scale

first half

second half
Fig 9

Fig 10
8

Right B Scale
showing the 6
‘Steeples’ and
the ‘missing
diagonal’

Right A Scale
showing the 6
‘Steeples’ and
the ‘missing
diagonal’.

Scale more feminine

Scale more masculine

Fig 17
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Fig 18

Right B Scale
showing the 6
‘Volutes’ and
the ‘missing
diagonal’

Right A Scale
emphasising
the 6 ‘Volutes’
and showing
the ‘missing
diagonal’

Fig 19

			
		
Left ‘A’		

Moverment Numbering
The ‘A’ Scale
Right ‘A’		
Left ‘B’

The ‘B’ Scale

Right ‘B’

Fig 20
A and B Scales
Numbers of movements parallel but in opposite
directions:

Kinespheric
surface points
numbered
according
to arrivals of
Right A Scale
movements

12 - 1 & 6 - 7 ‘Flat’
3 - 4 & 9 - 10
1 - 2 & 7 - 8 ‘Steep’
4 - 5 & 10 - 11
2 - 3 & 8 - 9 ‘Floating’
5 - 6 & 11 - 12 (‘Suspended’ - Laban)

Fig 21

Fig 22

Two Transversals
both shown as
‘deflections’
from the same
diagonal

Two Diametrals
each shown as a
‘deflection’ from
a dimensional
line

The word “Inclination” is often used to describe a movement and also the word “Deflection”. It is important to understand
their meaning and their connection to the term “Transversal”. “Inclinations” is the term used for all movement lines
that are tilted and do not coincide with the vertical cross of axes. There are different types of ‘inclinations’ for example:
a) Pure diagonal inclinations (cubic opposite corners) 				
Pass through
b) ‘Diametral’ inclinations
(planar opposite corners) 				
the centre
c) ‘Transversal’ inclinations (corner of one plane of another in a different zone) Slice through space
Fig 24

Fig 23

Trace form of
the Standard
Peripheral Scale
- ‘The Primary
Scale’

Trace form of
the Standard
Peripheral Scale
- ‘The Primary
Scale’

Right side leading

Left side leading

Axis

Axis

Fig 25
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The “A” and “B” Scales are called “Inner Scales” as their movements pass close to the kinespheric/body centre, as
distinguished from the. “Outer Scales” whose pathways remain on the surface of the kinesphere. These “Peripheral
Scales”, (Fig 25-26), like the “A” and “B” Scales, are also circuits linking all 12 icosahedral surface locations. The
“Peripheral “ Scale and the “A” and “B” scales were also termed by Laban the “Standard Scales”, as many forms can
be worked out from them. He seems to have regarded this Peripheral Scale especially in this light, and in Choreutics he
terms it the “Primary Scale”.

Another concept used by Laban in Choreutics in relation to diametral and transversal ‘inclinations’ is that of ‘Deflection’.
Diametral inclinations are thought of as being deflections from a dimensional line. Transversal inclinations are thought
of as being deflections from a diagonal line (Figs 23-24). Dimensional and diametral shapes are thought of as being
linked to “Stability”. They are seen in dance styles where jumping, spinning and balancing skills and control of steps,
body shapes and relationships are predominant. Diagonal and transversal movements are seen in styles where there is
emphasis on flow and freedom, “Mobility”, on tilting, tipping and travelling and launching the body into space.
Part II of my account of the Laban Scales and Rings will give more details of the Peripheral Scales (the Primary Scales)
and also some examples of the ‘Rings’ (circuits which do not fulfil sufficient of the criteria of internal and external balance
to warrant them being called a scale). First there will be some examples of “6 Rings” and “3 Rings”. The number in the
title of a ‘ring’ simply refers to the number of movement links between kinespheric points used in describing the circuit of
the ring.
It may seem strange that I have begun my account by introducing the Standard Scales which are the most complex to
explain, but for dancers they are very rewarding to work on as a practical discipline. There are other scales simpler and
more basic and elementary to perform.

Sally Archbutt

Fig 26

Book List:
Bishko, L. Visualising the A Scale 24th ICKL Conference Proceedings Vol.2 London 2005
Laban, R. (ed. Ullmann, L.) Choreutics Macdonald & Evans London 1966
Preston-Dunlop, V. Point of Departure: The Dancer’s Space Dunlop 1984
Salter, E.A. The Curving Air H.F.A 1977
Winnearls, J. Modern Dance: The Jooss-Leeder Method A & C Black 1958
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Some Thoughts About the Three Spheres
does physical size really matter
- Kinesphere - ‘Ico-sphere’ - Dynamosphere (Gerard Bagley’s name and achievements in the spheres of
Dance and Drama are legendary. Having studied with Laban at
the Art of Movement Studio and on the 3 year Diploma Course
in Manchester (’49-‘53), he founded the first Dance Theatre in
Education (known as the British Dance-Drama Theatre Ltd.),
which he directed, and for which he choreographed for 27 years.
By 1980 his company had given some 5,427 performances.
Since 1980 he has been in much demand as a free-lance
teacher conducting residencies, lectures and Summer Schools
in this country and abroad. In recent years he has devoted much
time in researching the philosophical implications of Laban’s
ideas which seem to have led him quite naturally into the area of
dance-therapy). Ed.

Laban changed my life, but I did not go all the way with
his mystical side which seemed to be embodied in the
Platonic crystalline shapes of ancient Greek philosophy.
In computer science there is a saying ‘Garbage in garbage
out’. Equally feed in ‘Platonic forms’ and out comes complex
mathematics. For me it is dreadfully difficult to make it
all relate to humanity where each individual is almost a
country in him/herself with multitudes of behavioural
patterns. Do we all live within the Golden Section? The
Greeks were seeking to define perfection but living beings
are still evolving and evolution abhors perfection in favour
of on going experiment in a process that science has yet
to fully understand.
In the Spring Edition of Movement & Dance two very
positive articles appeared where Laban’s book Choreutics
was mentioned and Sally Archbutt’s masterly series
condensing it. Taken together with Alan Salter’s thoughts
on ‘rational structuring’, they up-dated my understanding
of Laban’s space with Sally Archbutt’s conception of a
Kinesphere - able in theory to inflate to infinite size. So, if
only for curiosity’s sake, I tried to deduce the comparative
sizes of these spheres, assuming of course that all three
Platonic objects - the Octahedron, Icosahedron, and
Cube - are conspheric and that the real size may depend
upon the stature of the person owning it. I have used the
idealised measure of the Greek Golden Section to keep
things simple.
For years I searched for an accurate definition of these
spheres. Circa 1950, I remember I asked Lisa Ullmann
how she would define the kinesphere; she said in effect
that if one wore a luminous costume (she actually said
wore fairy lights on every part of the body from the tip of
your toes to the end of the nose) and if you moved up and
down and all around, but always keeping at least one foot
in place (ground) - this in a dark room fronted by a camera
with open lens - the trace forms would create a photograph
resembling a ball of wool. ‘That ball is your kinesphere.
When you walk you carry it about with you’. Of course I
realised that this could be simulated on a computer but
alas I have no such programme nor could I find one. How
can one confront the inflationary kinesphere?

Does physical size matter?
In the absence of an adequate PC program I raided my
student notes of 1950s to derive the relative sizes of those
three spheres. Though drawn fairly accurately, they are
not 100% - but are accurate enough for illustration, see
Figs.1(a) & 1(b). If one views along the forwards/backwards
dimensional axis, the cube appears as a square behind
the ICO door plane which rids the complexities of working
in three dimensions - for which I have no PC instruments
- but it does display the comparative radii of the spheres
and so their size which reveals an inflation of the spheres,
the octahedron being the smallest, the sphere containing
the icosahedron larger, and the dynamosphere (home of
the diagonals) and the effort cube the largest.

would chip in with ‘Do you mean to say that all quick
movements take place to rear of a cube?’, then I would
have some explaining to do.
Concerning Growth:
Sally Archbutt’s article in earlier editions of Movement &
Dance caused me to revise the meaning of the symbols ‘X’
(closing) and ‘N’ (growing). In the 1950s, growing could
mean, for example, the progression from a single thought
about a movement, a working action or a simple pattern
drawn from Kandinsky, then followed by performance of
the action at normal size, followed by a deep embodiment
(identifying) with the movement growth through normal,
to Alice in Wonderland proportions, sometimes involving
steps, before shrinking back through normal into
nothingness.
But what sort of sphere can hold together all these options?
Perhaps Alan Salter puts things more succinctly when he

says “...the kinesphere immediately gives approximations
to octahedron, cube and icosahedron respectively.”
Movement scales may have limited application in the
training of dancers. Other important areas are Body
(awareness, levity/gravity,breathing & moving, stability,
etc.), Space (awareness: general/personal, distancing,
design, choreutics), Dynamics (rhythm free/metric,
sequencing, vocalisations etc. good area for actors),
Relationships (solo, partner, group, with ambience,
with costume, props etc.). But there we are: the word
‘approximation(s)’ I reiterate, was one of Laban’s most
used words. Let us leave the spheres if they have any
meaning to the choreologists. Labanotation is still the
most effective way of writing movement regardless of
some contradictions. Approximations? Yes!

Gerard Bagley

Figs. 2 a) b) c) d) will give some idea of how a human
figure would appear to grow to accommodate the spheres
if measure has any meaning. The sphere containing the
octahedron is the only sphere with grounded feet. If the
feet move to an open (2nd) position, all three dimensional
directions would expand to form the directional planes and
so define an icosahedron where the door plane base is
well above ground support - even more so, in the case
of the cube. It is hard to visualise a kinesphere which
could contain all three Platonic spheres. I am sure that
in 1950s, we all left the Studio thinking the icosahedron
was our kinesphere. We were content to leave it all to the
choreologists as a professional study with Laban’s voice
echoing in our ears these: ‘things are approximations or
notional you know’. So although one enjoyed the challenge
of mastering the major icosahedral based scales, one
felt that choreutics was best left to the choreologist as a
specialised study. I did use Labanotation for remembering
steps.
In his teaching of Space Harmony Laban taught mostly
from a right-hand point of view, almost neglecting leading
from the left which carried over to his spatial affinities in his
effort cube. However, he did imply that the ICO was unique
to the stature of it’s owner; he was insistent on maintaining
a sense of front - even talking about the skewing of
‘referral space’ (a skewed icosahedron as he put it). Again
he derived the spatial affinities of effort - contained by a
the effort cube (enclosed by the dynamosphere) - with a
reasoning based upon the ease of movement performed in
various directions (Choreutics p.31). I could never accept
this right-handed point of view, nor could the male group,
where one student was a former RAF boxing champion.
When Laban first broached his effort/space affinities theory,
the natural direction of a thrust was Lt.diag.bk.low.
Our boxer Graham said that it was just about the most
uncomfortable direction to throw a punch - and what
about a dab Lt.diag.bk.high? I used the effort cube a lot
to illustrate effort transition, but just occasionally, (I was
addressing professional therapists), some bright spark
12
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Critical Debate!
‘our Magazine should serve as a Forum for critical
debate, especially
on controversial subjects (such as how and to what
extent Laban’s theories
require re-interpretation for today’?)

(Dr Betty Redfern – interviewed in Movement and Dance Vol 23 No 1
Spring 2004 p.9)

In our Magazine we have frequently benefited from the
scholarly contributions of members, and others, who have
been engaged in research, presentations, developments and
interpretations of Laban’s theories. What perhaps has been
less prominent, compared with earlier editions of the Magazine
in the 60s/70s, is ‘critical debate’. It is hoped, therefore, that
the questions, quotations and answers in this series will lead
to more critical discussions in the long-term interests of the
development of Laban’s work. We shall exploit some of the
topics which are to be found in past issues of our Magazine
as well other published material – including the internet. Ed.

(The contributors in this discussion are:
JL: Dr Jeffrey Scott Longstaff (University of Oregon,
Formerly at Trinity Laban); WL: Warren Lamb; GC: the
Editor).
1)‘What made Laban so angry?’
In casual conversation with Warren Lamb about
space harmony (2003), Dr Jeffrey Scott Longstaff
asked the question: ‘What made Laban so Angry?’.
JL - “Warren described an event in which Laban reacted
angrily when someone presented space harmony
scales as ‘points’. This seemed significant since spatial
scales are represented in Choreutics (Laban, R. 1966
(1939), London: MacDonald & Evans) as a series of
‘points’ whereas in the German work Choreographie
(Laban, R 1926, Jena: Eugen Diederrichs) scales are
represented as a series of deflecting inclinations”.
WL - “I remember at the Art of Movement Studio (in
Manchester), about 1947-48, there was a student (who)
was having to take a class in front of Laban on a space
harmony study. She began by saying: “I want you to
start at the icosahedral point 2” - and went to what she
regarded as ‘point 2’. Laban fumed, saying: “This is not
a point! This ‘2’ is a movement and not a point, what
we are doing here is movement, you don’t understand”
and he really attacked her so fiercely, that she left”.
JL - “Aside from (Laban’s) intensity of reaction, what is
the question of ‘points’? Textbooks commonly present
choreutic scales as a series of points and use ‘direction
symbols’ for limb movement. These methods firmly root
choreutic practice in a position-based conception and
action - even though an emphasis is commonly made
to find ‘movement between the points’ in a connect-thedots sort of fashion. Of course, visualising space as a
network of fixed points is an essential spatial ability;
however, an entirely contrasting method for choreutics
is given in Laban’s German work Choreographie (1926).
Here an early symbol system is used to notate spatial
14

scales as ‘deflecting inclinations’ (motions), without any
reference to points whatsoever. This is different from
‘movement towards a point’; instead, in this case, the
fundamental perceptual unit is an orientation of a lineof-motion. Points or location are left entirely unspecified.
This essential difference of conception may also lead to
a basic practical difference where choreutic scales are
interpreted in what Laban (1966, p. 125) describes as a
“free space” when he briefly returned to this same subject
later in Choreutics, and where he identified this motion
conception again as “an old dream in this field of research’.
Debate 2007:
GC – Jeffrey is quite right that ‘textbooks commonly present
choreutic scales as a series of points’ which, as he says,
‘root choreutic practice in a position-based conception
and action’, and that ‘visualising space as a network of
fixed points is an essential spatial ability …’. On these
grounds alone one can well imagine that Laban would
be angry with such practices if they were really contrary
to his own choreutic theory and practice. But we do find
that Laban himself, in his Choreutics (1966) Part 1, uses
the language of ‘points. – most significantly in his remark:
‘The twelve movements towards the twelve points
of the kinesphere not only make a division of space
possible, but also are in themselves units of harmonic
interrelations. The criterion by which harmonic
relations can be evaluated are the standard scales,
which connect and accentuate the twelve points of the
scaffolding. These could be called “signal points” p.82.
Furthermore, in addition to this very explicit mention
of ‘points’, there are also numerous references to
‘points’ (in Laban’s own words) in Choreutics pp.
21/25/101/107/124/ and many more in Part 2. There are
also a number references (with diagrams) to ‘points’ in
Laban German book Choreographie (1926) to which
Jeffrey refers, notably: p. 21 where Laban states:
‘In order to obtain a clear space picture and through it a
means of communication for dance description, we must
build up special points around us. The paths which link
point to point are the inclinations in which our movement
flows’ (see also pp. 30/31/32/33 etc).

Choreographie (1926)
But it would seem that mention of ‘points’ was not the real
cause of Laban’s anger in his observation of the student
mentioned above, but the student’s emphasis upon ‘points’
15

rather than upon the ‘paths which link point to point’ - the
‘line of motion’ between those points, which, as Jeffrey
makes clear is conveyed by Laban’s earlier symbol system.
(We might note that in Part 2 of Choreutics Lisa Ullmann
numbers the moves of the standard scales – rather than
the points to which they are directed – see p. 153/155).

ends of motion are not specified. The motions indicated
might occur anywhere in the space and might begin and
end at any place. Motions have to exist somewhere
but these locations only arise out of the context and
consequence of the length and orientation of the motion as
well as the motions immediately previous and subsequent.
The vector signs or inclination numbers as used by
Laban and Ullmann do not specify particular points.

experience than point-based concepts of space. Physical
performance and mental attention to the ‘orientation of a
motion’ is fundamentally different from ‘motion towards a
point’. This same difference is found in two contrasting
definitions of “direction”. Examples can be taken from the
four directions on a compass. North and south are directions
toward a point and thus associated motions all converge
toward the point. This is the same type of direction used in
Labanotation direction signs for limb motions. In contrast,
east and west are directions without any associated point
and thus associated motions do not converge but remain
parallel. This is the same type of direction used in vector
signs and inclination numbers and also used more recently
i n
signs for “direction of the

Choreutics p.153
The question arises, just how far Laban’s anger
should be taken into
account by teachers and
students of space harmony
– and just how reorientation should affect teaching methods, theory
and practice; and perhaps even more importantly, how
would it affect choreography and performance itself?

progression” developed by Ann Hutchinson (Your Move,
1983, p. 261).

JL - Yes, of course Laban frequently refers to “points”.
This discussion about the use of movements (rather than
points) does not mean to imply that Laban did not use
points. However Laban’s anger is a strong indication that
another method was fundamental and extremely important
to his conception and his passion.

Direction towards point as in north,
Direction as
orientation of motion as south, and Labanotation direction
in east, west, and vector signs sign for limbs

The reason I noticed this story about Laban’s angry
reaction to ‘points’ was because years earlier I had
translated and begun experimenting with representations
of motion embedded in Laban’s earlier sign system
used in Choreographie (1926) which I called “vector
signs” since they represent motions without reference to
locations (details of the translation of these signs in ICKL
proceedings, 2001, pp. 70-86).

GC – Bearing in mind just how Laban remonstrated at the
student who was taking a class by saying “I want you to
start at the icosahedral point 2” - and in the light of your
simplification of the whole system - briefly, how would you
advise the student to proceed with her class, Jeffrey?
JL - I would hope in choreutics practice that deflecting
inclinations can be learned and performed without
any reference to points. Accordingly a presentation
of the A-scale could begin something like “we will
begin with the first movement, an inclination deflecting
from a dimension (eg. vertically downwards) and a
diagonal
(eg.
leftwards-downwards-backwards).”
However, notice again in this description that these
are dimensions and diagonals as orientations of lines
of motion (anywhere in the space) and not as points.

Example of vector sequence from Choreographie (p. 53).
(see next column). While these signs in Choreographie
might appear to be points as shown in the drawing, when
the notated sequences are deciphered it is revealed
that they are actually used to represent orientations
of motions without specifying any particular points.
Since translating the meaning of these signs I have
experienced a great deal of difficulty in communicating the
vector concept to others and my conclusion is that perhaps
Laban experienced this same difficulty and thus found the
necessity to use the more obvious concepts of points.
A common misunderstanding about Laban’s motion
concept such as utilised in the vector signs occurs
in descriptions such as “motions which link point to
point” or “motions directed to the points” or “motions
between the points”. This is not the representation of
motions in vector signs from Choreographie (1926) or in
“inclination numbers” as used in Choreutics (1966). These
representations of motion do not indicate ‘motion between
points’, rather, they indicate the orientation of motions
themselves. Any particular locations at the beginning and

In my experiments using the vector signs I found that their
concept of motion induces a deeply different physical
16

reviewed, it will be found that deflecting inclinations are
at the foundation of a study of functional body movement
in choreutics with everything else such as scales and
polyhedra emerging from these. An understanding
of the theory of deflections reveals how Laban’s
choreutics is an organic system, not just spatial networks
imposed like an analytical grid onto a human body.
WL - If you are going to use polyhedrons, of course, they
have points. But when Laban talked of points I am sure
that for him they were just a mid-way locator for the path of
the movement. I have seen people performing the scales
and impacting the points, then arresting the flow of the
movement as though they were rest stops. This made
Laban angry and I am encouraged that there is evidence
that this was his approach from the beginning. I too knew
of his reluctance to approve position-based notation.
Steeples invite being performed as though ‘pointed’ - more
than is the case with volutes, but even so there should
be continuity in the movement. I find I wanted to avoid
being pointed with all the scales, including the diagonal
scale. If there is an exception, it is the primary scale where
I do find myself going more from point to point - but this
may be because of its peripheral nature. The sevenring, for example - if you make a lot of the points (even
though it has steeples as well as volutes) - is ruined.
I like your question as to whether there is justification in
Laban’s anger. It is relevant because I see a lot of “Laban
Movement” offered which cannot be distinguished as
“Movement” any more than yoga, tai-chai, Feldenkrais
etc., are movement and yes, this includes Bartenieff
Fundamentals - at least the way I have seen it taught.
In selecting this topic you have hit on something
vital. Vectors and deflections are not just some
esoteric, obscure, academic point (excuse the pun)
but fundamental to Laban’s understanding of what
movement is. I suspect that he is still restlessly angry in
his grave at what people are doing to “Laban Movement”.

Unfortunately, I often find that people know the points in
choreutics but have almost no conception of deflecting
inclinations. This results from a type of choreutic education
focused on points and numbers for points. These methods
are used like a numerology system to generate varieties
of movement sequences which can be quite interesting
but have very little to do with the study of organic body
movement, or as Laban defined choreutics as “the
practical study of the various forms of (more or less)
harmonised movement” (Choreutics p. viii) (notice here,
just as in studies of musical harmony, studies of movement
harmony also include the study of disharmony or discord).

JL - To add a couple of things:
This issue of motion versus positions runs much deeper
than dance or movement analysis and reaches into issues
of human cognition - namely how static states are easier
to conceive than continuous change. Laban described this
as “the snapshot-like perception of the mind which is able
to receive only a single phase of the uninterrupted flux”
(Choreutics, p. 3). This is similar to parts of the presentation
by Peggy Hackney at the Bratislava Conference (2006)
where she advocated that movement study can encourage
people to “move beyond polarity” of static prototypes such
as us-them, conservative-liberal, light-strong etc. and
instead perceive how these are not fixed states (points)
but are all in a process of continuous change and flux. This
can lead away from putting people in stereotyped pigeonholes and instead perceive events and people as all
unique and in a process of change. In the realm of space I
have found that exploring the vector signs can encourage
this ability to perceive flux rather than static points.

In contrast to the disembodied numbers-of-points
approach to body movement, if Laban’s writings are

With regard to modern-day choreutics practice, textbooks,
and teaching, often there is a dominance of points and
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an almost total lack of this concept of motions (except,
perhaps, motions toward points which is just another
concept of points). The concept of deflecting inclinations
is almost disappearing. Approaching a century from when
Laban first developed these concepts, anyone looking
through Laban’s archives will know that a mass of his
thoughts about space, represented in countless choreutic
drawings, are lost forever. The significance of many of
these drawings simply cannot be interpreted anymore.
When I translated the signs from Laban’s Choreographie
(1926) their meaning had already been forgotten, but
certain relations to other well-known spatial scales
made their translation possible. In the face of this loss of
ideas, his unique method revealed in the vector signs of
conceptualising and notating motions is again available to
us, though mostly not known to the general community.
In Laban’s biography by Preston-Dunlop, it is recounted
that in 1927 when it was decided that the kinetography
system would be based on writing positions (rather than
writing motions as in Choreographie), Laban felt this as
a “painful compromise” (Laban - An Extraordinary Life,
1998, pp. 131-132). In a similar way to his angry reaction
to the student talking about “points” in the 1940s, this
earlier painful reaction in the 1920s also attests to Laban’s
passionate desire to represent motions and not only static
positions. Likewise, when he returned to the idea of writing
pure motions in Choreutics (pp. 125–130) he described
this as “an old dream”, revealing again his long desire in
this area.
I encourage practitioners not be satisfied with stereotypes
of points but to experiment with the vector signs as a way
to explore concepts of motion embedded in choreutics.
In my personal experience using the vector signs they
made features of choreutics fall much more readily into
order. For example different possibilities for the location
of ‘center’ became a non-issue since with vectors the only
thing necessary to define is ‘up’ and ‘front’.
The ‘laws’ of sequencing which create choreutic scales
became obvious since these are based on motion content,
rather than position content, and motions are explicitly
defined in the vectors. Various transformations from one
form to another (eg. transverse 3-ring to peripheral 3-ring)
or from one polyhedra to another (eg. octahedral 3-ring to
icosahedral 3-ring to dodecahedral 3-ring) became easier
since the motion content of the vectors stayed essentially
the same, with slight deflections, rather than having to
perform mental operations of exchanging points for other
points.

to attach everything to pre-conceived networks of points.
This approach abandoned the cognitive geometry often
associated with choreutics and instead made the entire
system much more physical, organic and spontaneous.

Lisa Ullmann Travelling Scholarship Fund
The Fund was set up in memory of Lisa Ullmann. Since
giving its first awards in 1987 LUTSF has provided
372 travel scholarships to help people to pursue an
extraordinarily wide range of projects. The diversity of the
projects undertaken, and the consequent communication
between different sectors of the dance community worldwide is very much in tune with Lisa Ullmann’s own life and
work. She was an inspiration to those who knew her or who
came into contact with her. A distinguished teacher, she
travelled worldwide to teach others. It is in memory of her
vivacity, passion and energy that the LUTSF Committee
celebrates her memory by selecting movement and dance
practitioners to further or celebrate their own practice by
making a journey.
The closing date for applications for 2008 has just passed.
The number of applications was higher than it had been
for many years. The calibre of the 80+ applicants was high
and the task of selecting scholarship winners has been
difficult. Interestingly this year there were applications
from a wide range of age groups, from more male dancers
than usual, and dance styles encompassed street dance,
West African dance and Graham technique. Film makers,
dance musicians and artists also submitted applications.

Notes:
- Longstaff, J. S. (2001). Translating ‘vector symbols’ from
Laban’s (1926) Choreographie. In Proceedings of the
twenty-second biennial conference of the International
Council of Kinetography Laban, 26 July - 2 August (pp.
70-86). Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. USA: ICKL.
(available at http://www.laban-analyses.org/jeffrey/2001a_
laban_vector_symbols/index.htm)
- Hackney, P. (2006) The body of dance and the dancer’s
body. Lecture given at the Laban Festival, Bratislava
Slovakia, October 2006 (text available at: http://www.
laban-analyses.org/papers/Hackney/2006.htm)
GC – Thank you Jeffrey and Warren. We aim to continue

laban based dance classes
Belfast, Crescent Arts Centre
Monday:
4.45pm - 5.45pm Crescent Youth Dance
5.45pm - 6.45pm Adult Movement and Dance
Contact: Brenda McKee 25 Malone Hill Park Belfast BT9
6RE email: brendagm@aol.com
Bromley
Wednesday afternoons and Thursday mornings
Community Dance classes for people with learning
difficulties
Contact: Avril Hitman 020 8467 3331

Foremost in my experience, I found that visual identification
and physical performance of choreutic forms, scales etc.
became much more spontaneous and organic since it is
possible to see or perform the movements immediately,
from any location or position, rather than the need to try

Cambridge
Wednesday mornings Over 55s - open class
Contact: Maddy Tongue 01223 302030

Editor and sub-editors urgently needed for
Movement & Dance
magazine

Swindon
Saturday mornings. Three separate classes for 4-5 years,
6-8 years, 9-13 years
Contact: Kathy Geddes 02793 463210

Contact: gfcurl@globalnet.co.uk
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The names of all those who have received a LUTSF
scholarship since 1987 are available on our website

www.ullmann-trav.fsnet.co.uk. In addition, the website
publishes reports which awardees submit following their
travels. Many of these reports indicate how significant the
award of a scholarship has been in the life and career of
the recipient. In total over the years LUTSF awards have
totalled £168,669. The Management Committee works
hard to raise funds and is grateful for all the gifts and
bequests that LUTSF has received over the years, and in
particular for the support of officers and members of the
Laban Guild.
In 2007, in celebration of the 100th anniversary of
Lisa’s birth, the Laban Guild generously supported two
scholarships. Reports from these two awardees appear
below. Shelly Saint-Smith, a lecturer in Dance Studies
at the Royal Academy of Dance, travelled to Mexico
City in order to present a paper at the conference of the
International Council of Kinetography Laban/Labanotation
(ICKL). She was awarded £790 to cover her travel costs.
Susan Scarth, lecturer in dance movement therapy and
chair of the Association of Dance Movement Therapy,
travelled to Bologna where she represented the UK at a
conference seeking to promote dance movement therapy
across Europe. The cost of her travel was £595.

Judith Chapman
Secretary, LUTSF

International Council of Kinetography Laban/Labanotation (ICKL) Conference, Mexico City, 2007
observed, listened, and welcomed
Background
the discussion, hoping that one
The International Council of Kinetography
day I would have the confidence
Laban/Labanotation (ICKL) was founded
to present my own research. At
in 1959 with the purpose of bringing
that stage in my career, I had
together practitioners of Kinetography
successfully
completed
my
Laban/Labanotation, a system of
Labanotation teacher training
movement and dance notation originated
and was in the throes of directing
by Rudolf Laban. Lisa Ullmann, a former
student of Laban, organised and chaired
Hanya Holm’s Jocose (198184) from Labanotation score in
the very first ICKL conference that same
partial fulfillment of my MFA. I
year at the Art of Movement Studio in
was oblivious at the time, but my
Addlestone, Surrey. The aims of ICKL
work on Jocose was to become a
are “to promote the use of the system;
long-term research project which
to increase research for its development
would prove pivotal in establishing
and applications; to act as a deciding
a relationship with ICKL.
body with regard to the orthography
and principles of the system; to support
In April 2002 I was awarded a grant
experimental projects in related areas;
by the Dance Preservation Fund
to encourage information exchange
of the Dance Notation Bureau
among centres and individuals using
Shelly Saint-Smith
Extension to undertake a project
the system.” (www.ickl.org/Pages/ickl01.
html) ICKL currently has approximately one-hundred
to create an addendum to the original score of Jocose,
the aim of which was to provide additional information,
members and Fellows who use and apply the system in a
score corrections and notes using computer software for
variety of ways. As such, the ICKL conference is the most
Labanotation to benefit further reconstructions/restagings/
appropriate international platform for the dissemination
revivals of the work from score. The project then developed
and development of Labanotation-based practice and
as a collaboration with the Dance Notation Bureau, which
research.
received funding to enable transcription of the Jocose score
I was first introduced to the activities of ICKL while
into LabanWriter for continued preservation (LabanWriter
completing my Master of Fine Arts (MFA) in dance at the
is a computer software program for Labanotation). This
Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio. The dance
collaboration allowed for the entire score to be digitised
department hosted the 2001 ICKL conference and I
in a newly revised and updated form, incorporating the
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the new GCE AS and A Level Dance specification here in
the UK.

corrections and score notes from my 2001 reconstruction
as well as those of Sandra Aberkalns, who reconstructed
the work prior to 2001. The focus of the addendum shifted
and it became a supplement to the score with detailed
information on movement style, interpretation, dynamic
phrasing and alternative movement possibilities from my
experience of reconstructing the work.

The conference reaffirmed my belief that notation is a
vital resource in dance education and brought to the
fore the step backwards we seem to have taken with A
Level Dance in the UK. Unexpectedly, it has fuelled a
determination to inspire change and re-educate, a process
which I have started with my own teaching at the RAD. I
have also presented a lecture demonstration on the value

I attended the ICKL conference again in 2005 under my
remit as Lecturer in Dance Studies at the Royal Academy
of Dance (RAD) and was invited to apply for Fellowship and
membership of the ICKL Research Panel. A year later, my
paper “Hanya Holm’s Jocose: Preserving the Work of the
Dance Director” was accepted for the 2007 conference in
Mexico City. My paper draws upon the Jocose project to
explore the ways in which dance directors may use a score
addendum to document their interpretation of a dance
work and therefore record the evolution of a dance work
without changing the original score. My attendance and
participation at ICKL was made possible by the generosity
of the Lisa Ullmann Travelling Scholarship Fund, the
Laban Guild and staff development funding awarded by
the RAD.

Thank you LUTSF and the Laban Guild.

Shelly Saint-Smith

European Dance Movement Therapy Network March 23rd – 24th 2007
Introduction

Aztec dancers, Mexico City

In addition to attending sessions and presenting my
research paper, I taught an introductory session to
Labanotation for those attendees from a Motif or LMA
background who were not familiar with the fundamentals of
Labanotation. I also contributed to Fellows meetings and
gained valuable experience in chairing technical sessions
as part of my responsibilities as a member of the Research
Panel. Lastly, I found time to explore Mexico City – an
extraordinary place of contrasts, colour, fascinating history
and people who are proud of their cultural heritage – and
time to socialise and sample traditional Mexican food and
tequila!

The Conference
The conference was hosted by the Escuela Nacional de
Danza Clásica y Contemporánea (ENDCC), Mexico’s
national training centre for dance, and this was the first
ICKL conference to be held in Central and Latin America.
From July 30th to August 4th the Centre buzzed with 46
attendees representing nine countries; I was the sole
representative for the UK. The six days comprised 23
sessions which ranged from presentations of research
papers to practical workshops to technical sessions
exploring theoretical issues in Labanotation. The topic
areas included Labanotation, Motif Notation and Laban
Movement Analysis (LMA) and their application within
education, performance, choreography, documentation
and reconstruction, dance and disability and ICT.

Outcomes
My journey to the ICKL conference fulfilled three main
objectives:
•
Presentation of research
This was my first formal presentation of my research. My
paper was received well by a supportive audience and
feedback was encouraging, facilitating valuable discussion
which provided me with ideas for further avenues of
exploration.
•
To serve my first term on the ICKL Research Panel
Attendance at the conference enabled me to work closely
with the Chair of the Research Panel to learn the formal
processes involved in chairing technical sessions and
recording discussions and decisions made in relation to
the development of the Labanotation system.
To engage in international dialogue with experts in my
field
Discussions with colleagues took place as part of the
conference, through mealtimes and during social events
– in fact whenever possible! The opportunity to share
experiences, ideas, research and the challenges within
the field on such a deep level is rare. I returned to the
UK feeling inspired, comforted and invigorated by the
determination of individuals from different parts of the
world to develop and secure the future of notation. This
is particularly apt in light of the removal of notation from
•

Mayan architecture

of notation in teaching dance technique as part of the RAD
Faculty of Education’s 2007 conference Dance Futures:
14-19 Educational Reform and contributed a short article
on notation to the RAD’s Dance Gazette. More recently, I
have agreed to serve as Co-Chair on the ICKL Research
Panel for the next ICKL conference.
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Silke von Heyde, past Chairperson
and currently the European Network
representative for the association,
presented the current situation in
Germany.

This special conference was hosted
by APID (Associazione Professionale
Italiana Danzo Movimento Terapia)
and presided over by APID’s President,
Vincenzo Puxeddu. Puxeddu opened
the day with a short address clarifying
that those invited were representing
the members of their Professional
Association and stating that the
specific purpose of the conference was
to address the viability of establishing
a European Association of Dance
Movement Therapy.

Germany has 9 DT programmes,
each accredited by the German
Association BTD, and held in private
establishments.
No University
will validate DT as the profession
wishes to educate students from
backgrounds other than Medicine or
Psychology. It is the German Law
of Psychotherapy that only medical
The Proceedings
doctors and psychologists and
pedagogues are allowed to train in
The day began with each representative
Psychotherapy. Only Psychotherapy,
introducing their national training
Psychology and Social-Pedagogy
Susan Scarth
situation and their progress in the
are recognised professions by the
journey to State Regulation/recognition. This was followed
State, the Government will validate University programmes
by a more in-depth description of the current situation in
in these professions, and only these professionals are
each country while addressing the 2 main themes:
licensed to practice.
1. Strategies for seeking recognition – what worked in
each country
Thus Dance Therapy is not state recognised. Many
2. Organisations and partners that assisted in the path to
DT’s are licensed medical doctors, psychologists and
recognition.
psychotherapists and can therefore practice as dance
movement psychotherapists.
Annelies Schrijnen-van Gastel representing Holland
and as current Chairperson of the European Network
Susan Scarth, Chairperson of The Association for Dance
opened the meeting.
Movement Therapy UK ADMT UK, presented the current
situation in Britain.
Holland has Creative Arts Therapies programmes with
specialisms in Dance Movement Therapy, Art Therapy,
The picture in Britain is that an association of professionals
Music Therapy and Drama Therapy. DMT programmes In
was established in 1985 (ADMT), and since 1992 ADMT
Hogeschool Zuyd and Codarts, University of Professional
UK was established as the Professional Body, registered
Arts Education, Rotterdam are recognised and subsidised
as a Company with a Board of Directors, Annual Financial
by the Dutch government, which has further enabled
Audit and a public Annual General Meeting. At this latter
professional recognition of DMT at a national level.
date a Criteria for Registration and Training was developed
Holland established The Nederlandse Vereniging voor
with a Register of Professionals (180 registered DMT’s), a
Danstherapie NVDAT, in 2006, and the current Chairperson
Code of Practice, Complaints Procedure and a system for
is Ingrid Baart.
the Accreditation of Training programmes.
To ensure that there was clear communication and an
understanding developing between the two professions, in
2006, the Creative Arts Therapies (NVCT) and the Psychomotor Therapy Associations (NVPT) joined together to
form a Federation (FVB). Each Professional Association
has their Register of Professionals and Criteria for
Registration.

State Regulation has only partially been established, since
in March 2004 ADMT UK applied to the Health Professions
Council (HPC) for State Regulation. The DoH process
is ongoing, and it is hoped that in 2008 the Government
Public Order Act will establish Dance Movement Therapy
(DMT) and Movement Psychotherapy (MP) as protected
titles.
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There are currently 2 MA training programmes, both in
London Universities – Goldsmiths and Roehampton. Two
programmes are going through the process of seeking
accreditation, in the South West and Midlands, with a
further programme being developed in Scotland.
Alexia Margariti, President of The Greek Association of
Dance Therapists represented her members in Greece.
Greece offers only one training programme – in a private
school and supported closely by the Association. There are
no Universities that offer a Dance degree and so there has
been no possibility gaining University validation to date.
Greece aims to abide by the European norm for a Masters
level training programme (established by the European
Network over the last 10 years). Greece collaborates with
France on their educational programmes.
The Greek Association has a Register of Professionals
and 48 registered members. Criteria for Registration
depends on the successful completion of a recognised
DMT training programme, completion of personal therapy
and the acceptance of the code of Ethics.
Teresa Bas, Board member of the Asociación Española de
Danza Movimento Terapia, ADMTE, represented Spain.
Spain established their Asociación Española de Danza
Movimento Terapia, ADMTE in 2001. The first University
post-graduate diploma commenced in 2002, and a 2nd in
2003. AsT’s are not well known in Spain; Music Therapy
is most known, followed by Art Therapy. The State only
recognises licensed and PhD Research programmes
– all others are considered ‘private studies’ and do not,
therefore, carry recognised credits or funding. Most DMT’s
and Psychotherapists work in Private Institutions, unless
trained previously as medical Doctors or Psychologists.
Vincenzo
Pixuddu,
President
of Associazione
Professionale Italianio DanzaMovimentoTerapia presented
the situation in Italy.
Italy founded their Association
APID in 1997, according to
Criteria of Ministry of Labour
for Professional Associations
and is therefore recognised
as a Professional Association.
DMT has been established
as a profession in Italy since
1970’s. APID now has 300
registered members educated
to MA level in DMT. APID
distinguishes DMTs who are
also Psychotherapists, Doctors
and Psychologists by a symbol
in the Register because, by law,
a Private Practitioner MUST BE
a Registered Psychotherapist.
DMT programmes are only
offered in private establishments
as only Psychotherapy and
Psychology are supported by
State Universities.

Die Grunen Clowns

Part Two
The afternoon was set aside to agree action points
towards the development of a European Association. The
importance was noted of:
•
Taking into consideration the particular regulations
regarding psychotherapy, for example, when
addressing issues of collaboration between
countries,
•
Enabling new Associations and DMT professional
developments to come on board in some way –
possibly via the European Network, to mentor and
support new developments throughout Europe.
The positive points in favour of collaboration between all
established European Professional Associations include:
•
An Association of European Bodies that can offer
support to other countries who are wishing to
develop Professional Bodies for DMT’s/AsT’s.
•
There can be a sharing of Criteria, Standards,
Ethics, Complaints Procedures etc. and support
can be offered to each member country,
•
United we stand, divided we fall – necessary to
work together to grow stronger.
Summary
European recognition of the DMT profession is important
but this can only be established if there is representation
from each European country that has an established
Professional Body. The criteria for being a Professional
Body must be recognised i.e. have an established Criteria for
Registration as a DMT, publish a Register of Professionals
and expect their registrants to abide by a Code of Practice
and Continuous Professional Development protocol.
The Continuing Story
Since this first meeting in Bologna three further meetings
have taken place; Milan, Estonia and Munich and two
further meetings are planned in September and October
2008.
Work will continue and a European
Network Board meeting, with
representation from a range of
working groups, will be held in Munich
on October 24th/25th 2008. As the
time of inauguration gets nearer it
is clear how a European body might
assist our professional members to
reach greater recognition through its
implicit lobbying role in the European
political and social arena. I am very
grateful to LUTSF for assisting AMDT
UK in being so closely involved with
this initiative and for enabling my
own participation in these events.

Susan Scarth

Conference Centre - Art Therapia
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A fuller account of the conference
can be viewed on the LUTSF
website:
www.ullmann-trav.fsnet.

LABAN BA2 HISTORICAL PROJECT
- Janet Lunn reviews Laban Celebration performances at
LABAN Creekside -

so Cunningham’s style leaves me cold, however amazing
the technical abilities of the dancers.

I was delighted to receive an invitation, a couple of months
ago, to attend a performance by the 2nd year BA students
at LABAN of 4 choreographies by Rainer, Cunningham,
Graham and Laban. I must admit that it was the prospect
of seeing a performance of Green Clowns, Laban’s
wonderfully evocative and innovative work, which really
lured me up to Creekside, having spent an exhilarating
day, many years ago, working on the piece with Valerie
Preston-Dunlop on a Guild Day of Dance.

Surprisingly, therefore, I really quite enjoyed this
experience! There were unexpected interaction and
relationships; shifting duets/trios and small groups filling
and emptying the stage accompanied by a sound score of
long chords emanating from half a dozen hand-held tape
recorders carried about the sides of the auditorium (highly
preferable to the sound cacophonies of John Cage’s
work which have annoyed me in the past!) The long held
balances, extended shapes and poses and impressive
technique one expects from Cunningham dancers were
all there (particularly impressive from students only in their
second year of study with such a brief rehearsal period)
and the ‘event’ was a dance rather than the structured
movement of the Rainer piece for me.

This was, of course, the oldest of the works shown that day.
Each student, it transpired, had studied one of the dances
and had only had 27 hours to devise, learn and rehearse
before February 1st when the pieces were performed in
order from youngest to oldest.
The first piece, by Yvonne Rainer, was a reconstruction of
her work Trio A (using a Labanotation score). Created by
Joukje Kolff and Melanie Clarke, it was performed outside
the Bonnie Bird Theatre in the wide, sloping corridor from
the turnstiles to the theatre entrance with the audience
standing on either side. Aware that I was to write this
review, I concentrated very hard and made a real effort
to appreciate the challenges, patterns or choreographic
devices used but I have to admit that I still found the
‘dance’ dull, without expression, difficult to see and
ultimately quite irritating. The dancers entered, apparently
randomly, performed a series of movement sequences
without expression or much dynamic range along the
slope and then exited into the audience again. Apparently
the audience were expected to move about so the dancers
would have had to negotiate a route around and through
them so my frustration was probably exacerbated by
standing still and not witnessing the excitement of this
improvisation.
The programme praises the dancers for “… heroically
dealing with the complexities, the disorientation, the
contradictions, the layering, the slopes and the distractions.”
I apologise to the hard working students for not being
more positive and enamoured but this is just not the kind
of dance I enjoy! Once in the theatre, we were given a
talk about the various pieces and I was quite relieved to
hear that, typically in such Post Modern works, Rainer “…
was not intent on pleasing you!”, that “… it was the depersonalised rules of choreography that were important,
not expression or phrasing” and that the aim was for “…
flat task expression and unmodulated continuity.” So I
guess on that level the piece was entirely successful!
The second piece was An Event based on a series of
phrases taken from class room material addressing the
Cunningham style through his technique. Now, again, I
would never again pay money to see Merce Cunningham’s
work since I saw his company at Sadlers Wells back in the
late 80s when the man himself hobbled onto the stage in
the middle of one piece in a moment of embarrassing selfindulgence. As you can tell, I like my dance expressive, with
communication between choreographer/dancer/audience,

I wasn’t quite sure what to expect from the third piece,
Martha Graham’s Diversion of Angels, as it is a piece with
special personal memories for me. It was the first work
of Graham’s that I ever saw. I was still at school and our
dance group were taken to see London Contemporary
Dance perform under the directorship of Robert Cohan,
so we assumed that we were seeing the authentic article.
It was impressive but didn’t mean much to me then. About
four years later, in 1973, Martha Graham brought her
company over to perform at the Royal Opera House and
my husband-to-be bought tickets for me to see them on
my 19th birthday. They danced Appalachian Spring and
Lamentations, which both left me breathless with delight,
and then finished with Diversion of Angels. It was the
first time that a dance brought tears to my eyes; under
the direction of the actual choreographer, it was an utterly
different, utterly exhilarating, totally meaningful dance
experience which spoke to my soul and left me dazed with
awe.
And these BA students did a wonderful job, they really did.
There were Graham’s implosive contractions that dig into
the earth, contrasted with those bounding leaps that cover
the ground and the soaring jumps that, like angels, fly
heavenwards from the floor. The fabulous group shapes
that Alvin Ailey came to favour, the taut duets, the moment
where a girl stands on the thighs of her prone partner and
he arches like a bow, the flash of colour as a dancer leaps
across the stage from wing to wing … they were all there
just as I remembered and I experienced some of the same
elation and joy as I did all those years ago.
Finally, though: Die Grunen Clowns, created in 1928 but as
fresh, innovative and relevant as ever, 80 years later. As
Valerie Preston-Dunlop pointed out, this was a recreation
and “Re-creations are distinct from reconstructions and
Green Clowns is always created afresh for each mounting
using the dancers own material on a given framework and
directed with given aesthetic criteria.” One forgets how
complex and demanding this work is. We seldom see dance
groups this large any more thanks to poor Arts subsidies,
but watching all those dancers moving with such intensity
and focus and vocalising so powerfully at the same time
is just so evocative and moving. It is depressing that the
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messages about war and politics are still
so pertinent today but wonderful to see
how the dancers, their director, Ali CurtisJones, and Valerie, as artistic supervisor,
use Laban’s genius in dynamic/spatial
relationships to embody those messages.
More than in any of the other three pieces,
created in later years, Green Clowns is a
masterpiece of relationships; not simply in
the range of duets, trios, small and whole
group sections but in the sense that there
is a tangible connection and sensitivity
between each and every dancer on the
stage throughout the dance. How wonderful
to see this performance presented in this
beautiful building named after this amazing
man. Thank you LABAN and all the students
for a fantastic afternoon.
‘War Memorial’
from The Green Clowns (1928)Choreography: Rudolf Laban

Janet Lunn
Courses Officer’s Report - Spring 2008

Having completed two Dance Leaders Training Courses,
and our new CPD course in Further Laban Studies last
year, the Training Committee has been taking a break to
conduct a thorough review of our main Training Scheme.
Much of the course information has been re-written and
the course material has been clarified and given a more
intense focus. We are now ready to start looking for a
venue and members for our next courses and still hope
that these will be in Belfast and on the South Coast. If you
are interested in a course in your area, do let me know.
We also plan to follow our CPD course in Further Laban
Studies with more modules, the first of which will be a 3
weekend module in the Application of Laban Analysis to

Choreography. This will take place in Suffolk in the Autumn.
The course will be directed by Anna Carlisle and applicants
are expected to have a practical understanding of Laban’s
principles. If you would like to know more about this or any
of our courses or course material, please contact me.
Available: Leadership Manual, Marketing Manual,
Teachers Handbook (free to those who have completed
our Training Course), £7.50 each.
Dance Ideas: 12 tried and tested lesson plans for KS 1
and 2: £12.00
If you have any other suggestions or requests for the
Training Committee, please let me know.

Ann Ward

awardglenkeen@bigfoot .com

Diary of Events
Theatre Dance Listings:

DANCE LEADERS TRAINING SCHEME
starting in Belfast May 2008: 150 hour part time course offering
skills which you can apply to your own area of professional
expertise or personal development; for full details, contact the
courses officer Ann Ward
LABAN INTERNATIONAL COURSES
LinC
Sun Aug 3 – Sun Aug 10 - Summer School
Grand Finale – ‘CARNIVAL’
(see advertisement p.26)
University of Brighton Eastbourne Campus
Contact: susi@thorntonclan.co.uk

Laban Anniversary Events

Mon 23- Fri 27 June Zion Arts Centre Manchester contact:
Jordan@manchester.gov.uk
Sun 6 – Thu 10 July Dartington Hall Devon
contact Lara Lloyd email: l.lloyd@dartington.org
Fri 24 – Sun 26 October LABAN Creekside London
Contact: vpd@corners.demon.co.uk

Transitions Dance Company Performances:

Tue 20 May Lakeside Arts Centre Nottingham 0115 846 7777
Fri 6 Jun
Mick Jagger Centre Dartford 01322 291100
Thur 12 Jun Courtyard Arts Hereford 0870 11 22 330
Tue 17 Jun Alnwick Playhouse Northumberland 01665 510785
Fri 20 June Sinden Theatre Kent 01580 763826
Thus 26 Jun Zion Arts Manchester 0161 226 1912
Thurs 3 July Tacchi Morris Arts Centre Somerset 01823 414141
Tue 8 Wed 9 July Dartington Arts Devon 01803 847070
_______________

Sadler’s Wells: Tickets: 0844 412 4300
Thurs 15 – Sun 18 May London Children’s Ballet Jane Eyre
Tickets from £14 – Peacock Theatre 0208 969 1555
RAMBERT DANCE COMPANY with London Musici 020 8630 0612

Tue 20 – Saturday 24 May Carnival of Animals Tickets £10-£38
Tue 27 – Saturday 31 May Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui/Antony Gormley with
Monks from the Shaolin Temple Tickets £10-£35
Wed 11 – Saturday 14 June Akram Khan Company/National Ballet of
China Tickets £10 - £35
Tue 22 July – Sun 31 August West Side Story Tickets £10 - £60

Summertime Dance in Belfast.

____________________________________

Aug 20 - 23 A four day Laban based course for anyone who
enjoys dance, including special options for your professional
or personal development. For full details, contact: Ann Ward email: awardglenkeen@bigfoot.com
CPD MODULE IN CHOREOGRAPHY
A 30 hour course over the weekends of
Sept 6/7, Oct 11/12, November 8/9 at Monks Eleigh in Suffolk
(easy access from A12 or by train from L’Pool St)
Director: Anna Carlisle
This 30 hour CPD course is open to anyone with basic practical
understanding of Laban Analysis; for full details, or to register
your interest, please contact the courses officer Ann Ward,
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